
Power Forensics, Deep Investigation, and Response at Scale

Singularity RemoteOps

DATA SHEET

When a threat is detected within an organization, time is the most crucial factor. Security 
teams do not have the time or resources to manually access hundreds of infected machines, 
one by one, to collect all relevant information to conduct an investigation and resolve the 
event. Any delay in the investigation and remediation workflow leaves a company vulnerable 
to a myriad of security risks. Security teams need a flexible and efficient solution for visibility 
and remediation.

SentinelOne Singularity RemoteOps permits customers to remotely investigate threats 
across multiple endpoints and remotely manage their entire fleet. The ability to run scripts 
allows incident responders to easily collect forensic artifacts, modify incident response 
tools, and more, to accelerate investigation and response workflows. RemoteOps empowers 
security teams to efficiently protect their enterprise from time-sensitive threats.

 + Execute scripts from both a 
built-in script library and the 
option to upload customer 
scripts

 + Execute scripts directly from 
the SentinelOne console or via 
command-line interface

 + Investigate and analyze results 
at scale in Singularity XDR

 + Supports Windows, macOS 
and Linux - via the UI  
and/or API

Key Benefits

Accelerate 
Quickly collect forensic data at 
scale for remediation

Automate 
Automate response workflows 
to MTTR to minimize business 
impact 

Simplify 
Easily identify potential 
vulnerabilities and 
misconfigurations across 
the entire fleet and increase 
security defenses 

Enable Power Forensics at Scale

Time is one of the most significant aspects of cybersecurity. With 
RemoteOps, incident response (IR) teams and security analysts 
can run multiple forensic scripts and tools across their entire fleet 
to collect any relevant information to an attack, such as Memory 
Dumps, Event logs, MFT, YARA Scans and more.

Reduce mean time to respond (MTTR) 

IR teams utilize RemoteOps to reduce MTTR while deploying actions 
against threats in real time, such as removing files and terminating 
processes. Quickly operate on attacks with a simple UI, and by 
creating automations with RemoteOps end-to-end API support.

Simplify Vulnerability and Configuration 
Management

Many organizations rely on a complex security stack, with unintentional 
gaps that leave them open to vulnerabilities. Consolidate management 
activities within a single console to identify potential security com-
promises, perform assessments, manage configurations and patch 
systems and softwares with RemoteOps.



Streamline Security with the RemoteOps  
Script Library 
Singularity RemoteOps provides customers with an extensive Script Library for a simplified and 
efficient workflow. The Script Library is available for all platforms (PowerShell for Windows and 
bash scripts for Linux and macOS). Customers are also able to create their own scripts for their 
company’s specific machines. With the RemoteOps Script Library, security teams can execute 
remote scripts to simplify and accelerate the investigation process of threats.

Deep Investigations Across an Enterprise Stack
RemoteOps enables security teams to remotely investigate threats and manage their 
security fleet across an entire enterprise stack:

Run scripts on millions of 
endpoints to automatically 
collect forensic artifacts 
and expedite triage and 
response.

Reduce MTTR with 
immediate response 
actions to contain and 
terminate threats. 

Unify management 
activities within a single 
console to identify gaps and 
run scripts to mitigate.

I wish all my security products 
worked as well as SentinelOne. 
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Record Breaking ATT&CK Evaluation

• 100% Protection. 100% Detection.
• Top Analytic Coverage 3 Years Running
• 100% Real-time with Zero Delays

A Leader in the 2021  
Magic Quadrant for Endpoint 
Protection Platforms

4.9

99% of Gartner Peer InsightsTM

EDR Reviewers Recommend 
SentinelOne Singularity

Innovative. Trusted. Recognized.

About SentinelOne

SentinelOne (NYSE:S) is pioneering autonomous cybersecurity to prevent, detect, and respond 
to cyber attacks faster and with higher accuracy than ever before. Our Singularity XDR platform 
protects and empowers leading global enterprises with real-time visibility into attack surfaces, 
cross-platform correlation, and AI-powered response. Achieve more capability with less complexity.
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Ready for a Demo? 
Visit the SentinelOne 
website for more details.
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